The utility of CD83, fascin and CD23 in the differential diagnosis of primary mediastinal large B-cell lymphoma versus classic Hodgkin lymphoma.
Primary mediastinal large B-cell lymphoma (PMBL) and classic Hodgkin lymphoma (CHL) are the most common large cell lymphomas arising in the mediastinum and are thought to be closely related histogenetically. Although the distinction between PMBL and CHL is usually straightforward, in some cases it is challenging and rarely these neoplasms have intermediate features and qualify for the diagnosis of mediastinal gray zone lymphoma (GZL). CD83 and fascin are markers of CHL and CD23 is a marker of PMBL. In this study we assess the utility of this combination of these immunohistochemical markers to distinguish CHL from PMBL. We retrospectively collected cases of PMBL, CHL and GZL from three centers. Tissue sections were stained with CD83, fascin and CD23. CD83 was expressed in the neoplastic cells of 100% of CHL (22/22), 93% of GZL (16/18) and 41% of PMBL (9/22). Similarly, fascin was positive in the neoplastic cells of 100% of CHL (22/22), 86% of GZL (18/21) and 32% of PMBL (7/22). CD23 was positive in 95% of PMBL (21/22), 67% of GZL (12/18) and 9% of CHL (2/22). CD83 and fascin are sensitive markers for CHL but not specific whereas CD23 is sensitive for PMBL and uncommon in CHL. The GZL cases in this study had an intermediate immunophenotype, but the results were closer to CHL than PMBL. A large panel of immunohistochemical studies is recommended to distinguish CHL from PMBL entities and we suggest that CD83, fascin and CD23 add value to panels designed for this differential diagnosis.